K-12 CAM 2021 VIDEO: Week 3 – Care for your personal information – it is valuable! (Transcript)

Cheerful whistling, music playing throughout the video, with guitar, drums, and a harmonica.

The K-12 Cyber Awareness Month 2021 Logo is on a blank white screen, centered. The logo is in blue and white, with four coloured handprints and a blue lock image.

The words “K-12 Cyber Awareness Month 2021” appear in grey with each of the 4 coloured handprints in the 4 corners of the screen. There are 5 children dancing and doing activities around the words. William is in a wheelchair playing a game on a phone, Niko is dancing, Sam is waving, Amara is messaging on her phone and Niimi is dancing.

On a black background white text reads “Week 4: Care for your personal information – it is valuable!” A green bag of money appears in the lower right corner of the screen.

In the next frame two single storey houses appear with the text in grey “Niimi’s Home” at the top.

We then move into a room where Niimi is dancing in front of a keyboard and a tablet. There is a large speaker on the ground, and a painting of a turtle on the wall. She also has a laptop computer set up beside the electric keyboard.

To the left text appears “Niimi shares her art and music with the world using technology.”

The next frame has a laptop screen that prompts: Upload recording? YES/NO

To the left, text appears “Before Niimi uploads her work, she makes sure there is no personal information in her music or videos – like her full name, address, phone number.”

Niimi is looking at her tablet, scratches her head, then smiles gives a thumbs-up

The next frame has a laptop screen that prompts: Upload recording? YES/NO

Text to the left reads: “Tip 1: Review and update privacy settings regularly”

The laptop screen changes to show: Video Sharing Settings; Privacy settings ON; Allow Video Platform to access microphone YES/NO

NO is highlighted in green

Text to the left reads: “Tip 2: Ensure location settings are off in app permissions”
The next frame has Niimi on the left side, at her desk in front of a computer screen, game controller, and keyboard. She is wearing a headset. William is on the right side in front of a computer screen, game controller, and keyboard. He is also wearing a headset.

Chat screen on a computer monitor reads:

WLLM_123: Omg did you just see that?

NM-987: Yeah! I can’t believe we didn’t make it to the next level!

Another chat bubble appears in their chat.

Strngr_ABC: Hey guys!

WLLM_123: Who is this?

Strngr_ABC: It’s me – I go to your school.

In the next frame the text to the left of the monitor reads: “Tip 3: Avoid interacting and sharing personal information – like your full name and school – with people you don’t know on the internet”

The monitor shows the words “”NEW – Private Chat” at the top. We briefly pan to the split screen of Niimi and William looking apprehensively at their screens.

Return to computer screen which reads:

NM-987: That was strange. I’ll close our other chat.

WLLM_123: Good idea, we should protect our privacy.

A computer cursor moves to close the previous chat with the stranger. We move to the monitor screen with the NEW – Private Chat between Niimi and William. The text to the side reads “Niimi and William avoid chats online with people they don’t know personally. They open a new chat to continue gaming together”

In the next frame on a black background with white text, ”Niimi protects her personal information by keeping privacy settings updated and checking her videos before she uploads them”

The K-12 Cyber Awareness Month 2021 Logo is on a blank white screen, centered. The logo is in blue and white, with four coloured handprints and a blue lock image.